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Discover the eplasprinciple!



“Your company has been 
working with eplas for a while 
now. 
What are the advantages that 
you see in the software?”

Robert K. CEO

"eplas won me over, above all, through the significant 
reduction in costs for training – and we have a super 

overview of all the issues regarding work safety. That's 
why eplas, including legal documentation as well, 

means one worry less for me! In addition, I automati-
cally get an overview of the state of all departments 

and the key figures". 

Tobias M. Manager

"eplas has significantly reduced my load – for example, 
through the reminder function. Before eplas, up-coming 
trainings or testing in my department would be simply 
overlooked because of the multiplicity of my tasks. 
Now, fortunately, that can't happen any more! eplas keeps 
track of all important dates and measures for occupational 
safety in my department for me. 
And, I know what's going on.”

Uli F. Employee council

"If the employees are satisfied and 
successful in a matter, and it leads to 
a reduced rate of accidents, we at the 
employee council can only recommend 
eplas! It is also important for us that there 
are no negative performance evaluations 
and all data is securely protected against 
unauthorised access.

Guido U. Work safety

"eplas's simpler management really 
comes in use for visitors and outside 

companies. Plus, the visitor badges make 
access control possible so a visitor can 

instruct himself with eplas". 

Diana I. Marketing

"eplas works! In fact, it has a very positive effect on our customers who 
clearly notice when their partner is concerned about work safety for their 
employees. We also frequently use eplas for customer training – our 
customers appreciate the fact that they don't have to travel for such, since 
everything takes place over the internet. This allows us to strengthen 
our customer acquisition – any edge one can get in these days of tough 
competition on the market is useful"!

Sylvia K. Personnel management

"It's always a challenge to keep an overview in human 
resources. Organising the trainings and health 
prevention measures with eplas is a significant relief; 
we save a lot of time and maintain our overview". 
This also works very well with the carried out training 
sessions”!

Jürgen F. Work safety specialist

"eplas has meant a real revolution for me and my work. Now I can update and process all 
areas of industrial safety in one central software solution, which means that all the parties 
involved are always up to speed. With that, and its scheduling and reminder function, e.g. 
for instructions and measures from audits, eplas gives me the assurance that nothing slips 
by any more – and that is something particularly close to my heart.” 

Wolfgang S.  QM / Environmental 
Management

"The easy knowledge transfer in the 
instruction module particularly impressed 

me with eplas . Now, we finally have an 
overview of a difficult subject matter through 
the Hazardous Substances module. Through 
the audit management, I also quickly get an 
overview during inspections and audits and 

can effectively track all measures". 

Ingo H. Employee

"Trainings often took place at inconvenient times for me – and I couldn't retain 
nearly enough. Or, I wasn't even present because of holidays or sick leave. Plus, 

everyone learns differently – with eplas , I can choose my own time and work 
through the material at my own pace. I was a little worried at the beginning 

because everything takes place on a monitor – but eplas  is super easy and you 
don't need any electronic data processing knowledge at all". 



What eplas can do 
Features at a glance
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The eplas principle 
...centrally manage all of the information relevant for occupa-
tional protection and quickly and separately provide it to all par-
ticipants. Intuitive to operate and easy to understand. This is the 
eplas principle!

Dashboard 
As a central interface: Here you get 
an overview of what needs to be 
done and what elements are due or 
overdue.

Risk assessment 
In addition to the specified risk factors, you can define as many 
of your own factors as you desire. You can always see them in an 
overview when preparing the risk assessment.

Tasks / measures
Quickly and easily keeping track 
and directly taking action is 
not a problem, even with many 
elements.

Audit planning
The checklists can be prepared 
individually – every element 
can be supplemented by tasks 
that are processed in the action 
management. 

Audits / checklists
Define checklists and efficiently 
process these for any events or 
tasks.



Contents

Corporate structure
Departments
 Mapping of organisational hierarchy

 Mapping of complex corporate structures

  Topics assigned according to necessity, not some 
 inflexible department structure

  Comprehensible instructions on topics through 
 linking contents and profiles in a matrix

  User-related administration rights down to the 
 department level possible

  Definition of location-related qualification and 
 commissioning

 Specification of the required number 

~ Warning function and monitoring

Blended learning
 Combination of personalised instruction and e-learning

 "Classroom" training possible

~ Documentation in the system

~ Personal contact with employee remains

Scheduling overview
  Info for managers and employees who have 

dates for instruction, driving licence checks, 
medical exams etc.

  Feedback to managers regarding suitability of 
an employee

  E-mail to managers when completed

  Comprehensive reports and evaluations

Multimedia
  Integration of film, pictures 

and audio files

  Seamless integration of 
PowerPoint presentations

Interface
 No installation necessary on the part 

 of the client 

  Browser-based use with freely 
 configurable access volume 

 In-house (Intranet) or internet possible

 Multilingual user interface

Learning assessment
 Learning achievement checks with freely 

 definable questions

 Pictures possible in questions and answers

 Return to question if answer is wrong

 Random selection of questions and answers

Feedback
  Collection of evaluation data on training quality 

for QM purposes 

  Questions for evaluating the training can be 
freely defined

~  Personal contact with managers remains or is   
 strengthened

eplas
Instruction

Functions/display

Legal certainty
 High level of legal compliance

 Protected version for documentation

 History function for verification and printing 
 Durable documents if necessary

~  Legally compliant for GefStoffV, BioStoffV 
 and radiation protection as well

Evaluation

Topics
  Unlimited integration of own topics through PowerPoint

  Large selection of specific technical topics for purchase

  Creation of individualised topics according to need

  Interesting inclusive packages

  Complex courses with combination of consecutive topical units

  Comprehensible instructions on topics through linking contents 
and profiles in a matrix 

~  Individually adapted, activity-focused topic correlation

Personnel management
 Import of personnel data 

 Automatic alignment with personnel management

~ Workload for human resources and managers reduced

Documents
  Distribution of documents with 

 read confirmation

  Integration of documents as 
 supplemental information in 
 instructions

  Comprehension questions regarding 
documents possible

Evaluation
  Evaluation according to topic, 

department, employee ...

  Individual reports possible 
after consultation

  No data is collected which 
could lead to a negative 
performance evaluation of an 
employee



eplas 
Hazardous Substances Management

eplas 
Risk assessment

        Risk assessment 

   Generates risk assessment according to 
 Section 7 GefStoffV

  Assistant for substitution check

       Storage

  Management of storage area (from safety 
cupboard to tank storage)

  Integrated storage plans according to 
 TRGS 510
  Creation of individual storage plans based 

 on the storage
  Automatic review of tolerability when 

 storing substances 
  Recording of all movement of hazardous 

substance storage possible
  Assistant for determining inventory classes 
  Clear identification of container with 

 printed bar code labels
  Time-saving for recording containers 

 via EAN scan

       Recording of substance information

  Easy recording of all hazardous substances with the important 
substance information and properties from MSDS

 Quick overview with pictograms
 Quick recording of all substance information via optional 

 autofill assistant
  Optional supplemental substance information can be searched 

in the pure substances database
  Electronic storage of the material safety data sheets with 

 history function
 Recording compliant with GefStoffV and GHS possible

       Measures

  Unlimited number of measures 
 depending on risk

  TOP classification of measures possible

 Correlation between responsible and 
 executors

  Automatic notifications per email for 
 employees about measures to be executed

 Feedback function for executors 

 Automatic date monitoring 

 Efficacy tests for measures

  Filing of documents and check lists 
 for measures

 History function 

       Risk analysis

  Recording can be done according to workplace, activity, 
 substance or equipment

  Structured recording of risks based on more than 60 
 risk factors 

 Define any risk factors yourself

  Evaluation of risk according to the Nohl risk assessment 
 matrix, both before and after implementing measures

  An assistant function supports you in the recording with 
 reference to legal sources and recommendations for measures

  Integration of substance-related risk assessment according to 
GefStoffV and BioStoffV

 Easy integration of photos, schedules and documents 

  Various partial assessments brought together in an overall 
assessment

  Overview of the assessment development through versioning 

  Easy documentation of your assessment progress

                Evaluation

   Automatic generation of hazardous 
 substance cadastre

   Quick search by name, synonym, 
 CAS or EG number

   Detailed evaluation of substances, 
 volumes and categorisations

  Current inventory lists

  Consumable and turnover lists  

   Export function for data into Excel 
 for further processing

                Documentation

~ Easy, comprehensible archiving of 
 all important substance-related 
 documentation

 Material safety data sheets

 Operating instructions

 Substitution checks

 Product information

 Analysis certificates

  Confirmations and explanations 

 from your supplier

         Evaluation

 Complete risk assessment including plants

   Reports on follow-up for measures and 
 effectiveness checks 

         Documentation

  Accompanying documentation 
such as statements and opinions 
can be archived according to risk 
and measures



           Accident book

 Quick recording for public terminals

 Comprehensible recording of injuries 

 Detailed recording for supervisors 

  Generates accident reports for federal law   
and regulatory authorities

 Records near-miss accidents

  Files additional documentation such as 
photos and documents

       Measures

 Assignment of measures to events

 TOP classification of measures 

 Correlation between responsible and executors

  Automatic notifications per email for employees 
about measures to be executed

 Feedback function for executors 

  Automatic date monitoring with escalation 

 Efficacy tests for measures

  Filing of documents and check lists for measures

 History function

        Working materials and equipment

  Comprehensive representation of objects using tree 
 structure 
  Clear structuring and diagramming of your organisation 

through categorisation levels

  Additional object-related information can be recorded
  Filing of additional documentation such as manuals 

 schematics, drawings and instructions
         Precautions file

  Planning of necessary occupational medical  
examinations (G numerals) per employee

  Automatic notification of employees and  
supervisors regarding approaching examinations

 Automatic date monitoring with escalation 

  Implementation and documentation of  
examinations and health measures

       Measures

  Assignment of unlimited number of actions 
per object possible

  Classification of measures according to 
inspection and maintenance

  Clear highlighting of statutorily regulated 
tests 

  Calendar year planning and scheduling for 
measures, e.g. annually

  Results-related planning of measures, e.g. 
hours of operating, strokes, etc.

  Correlation between responsible and 
 executors 

  Automatic notifications per email for  
employees about measures to be executed

  Feedback function for executors 

 Automatic date monitoring 

  Filing of documents and check lists for 
measures

 History function 

eplas 
Working materials and equipment

eplas 
Health Management

         Evaluation

   Automatic creation of an installation 
cadastre

  Quick search for names, inventory  
numbers or manufacturers

 Generation of work schedules

 Reports on follow-up for measures 

 Export function of the data into Excel

         Evaluation

  Automatic accident report generation

  Statistical evaluation of accident incident

 Reports on follow-up for measures 

  Export function for data into Excel for  
further processing

 Evaluation, for example according to:

 - Day of the week

  - Time

 - Affected body parts and much more

      Documentation

  Documentation of all planned and  
executed measures

  Testing and maintenance documents  
can be archived by measure

        Documentation

  Documentation of the reported 
accidents and near-misses plus 
the resulting measures

  Automatic information about 

accidents and near-misses sent 
to every position involved in  
accident processing

  Filing of investigation report and 

supplemental documents



eplas 
Audit management

         Checklists / catalogue of questions
Create the audit checklists and questionnaires by "copy and 
paste" from any source, or entirely according to your own 
needs. By openly and flexibly designing individual questions,  
it is possible to also map complex questionnaires.  

Here you can choose from various 
evaluation modes:

   Selection (yes / no / not applicable)

   Headers / divisions

   Short texts / long texts

   Formatted texts

   Individual drop down (please choose selection  / yes / no, ...)

   Freely definable dropdowns

   Slider, e.g. for

 - Point systems

 - School grades

 - Percentages

 Checkboxes

 Automated evaluations of the questionnaires

 Generation of any number of measures for the questions

 ~  Processing and monitoring by means of integrated 
   measures management
  Freely scalable solutions for simple checklists on the shop 

floor up to the complex cross-organisational audits

        Audit management

  Process / system / product audits 
according to DIN EN ISO or TS  

 Compliance Audit

 1st and 2nd party audits

 Review management

 Safety audit

 Checklist management

 Waste Walk

eplas 
Operating instructions

        Dashboard

  Convergence of all measures and 
audits centrally in the personal 
dashboard – clearly arranged,  
simple and intuitive

  Open your to do's directly from the 
dashboard or your e-mail alerts

        Technology

 Unlimited number of administrators

 Individual amendment of regulatory structure

  Multi-language user interface (German and 

English standard, other language possible)

       Features

 Creation and management of legally-compliant 
 operating instructions 

 Areas covered: 
 Machines
 Biomaterial
 Hazardous material 
 Organisation

 Clear representation of all created and used operating 
 instructions

 Extensive filter functions according to various criteria:
 - "Place”
 - "Process/ activity” 
 - "Next examination"

  Automatic reminder or escalation management, whereby 
follow-up audits of the operating instructions are granted

  Fixed defined "responsible" employees per operating 
 instruction

 Release process included

  Creation of templates for your frequently needed operating 
instructions 

  All old and new pictogrammes already included for storage in 
the operating instructions

  Automatic adoption of data from the eplas hazardous 
 materials management

  Extensive editors tool for the individual design of registered 
texts

  Pre-formatted texts can be adopted from other word 
 processing programmes (e.g. Microsoft Word).

  Operating instructions can be provided to employees via the 
blended learning module, including confirmation and, if 

 necessary, including learning success control

  This output as a PDF file or as a print-out is of course also 
 possible

  Created operating instructions can, if necessary, be linked 
with created risk assessments

      Ad-hoc measures

  Process checklists ad-hoc and spon-
taneously react to events

  Create measures and assign to the 
manager or person executing the job

       Planning

  Plan and schedule audits, tours and 
reviews based on fixed dates or 
recurring in freely definable cycles

  Integrated mail function to inform 
the managers or persons performing 
jobs.



eplas 
Enhanced 
visitor management

          Features

 Reservations for specified groups of people

 Reservations by employees

  Self-registration by visitors / external company 
 (self-service / unmanned gate) at the terminal of 
 the gate or in advance via the Internet

  Creation of visitor / safety IDs (e.g. with RFID, 
barcode, photo of the visitor)

 Execution of group visits

  Definition of different types of visits / reasons 
 for visits

  Intelligent safety instructions through direct 
integration of PowerPoint, videos or other 
documents (for features, see the blended learning 
module)

 Barrier control

  Cross-location allocation of clients and client roles

  Import of employee, ID and visitor data

 Attendance list at your fingertips

  Evaluations with own reports and MS Excel export

 Data and document management

  Programme languages: German / English / French, 
Spanish, Polish, Russian, Romanian (other languages 
by request)

  Interfaces to external devices (barcode reader, 
signature pad, webcam, ID dispenser, etc.)

 Interfaces to access control systems (adjustment 
 may be needed)

 Interface to personal ID comparison systems

  Alarm function: Connection to fire alarm system 
or similar allows for the automatic output of the 
external companies / visitors currently on the 
premises 

  Regularly recurring external companies can 
automatically be notified upon the end of the training

         Reporting (excerpt)

  External companies / visitors currently 
on the premises

 State of training by company

  Visiting hours of external companies / 
visitors (among other things used for 
the comparison of billed service hours)

eplas 
Training topics

         Safety

 Password protection for client use

 User management and role assignment

 Secure communication via https

         Comfort

 Simple and intuitive operation

 Clear representation of all important information

 Easily possible to adjust to corporate design

 Single sign on optionally usable

         Quality and service

  In cooperation with partner companies from 
various areas

  Creation by trained specialists from the respective 
areas 

  Rotational updates of topics or immediate updates 
of topics in the event of legal changes 

  Training topics created specifically for e-learning 
and blended learning

  Methodic and didactic adaptation to target group

         Scope and contents

 Every training topic can be used directly in eplas

 Contains contents and questionnaire

 Incorporation of image material, etc.

  Core component is PowerPoint, therefore individual 
adjustment is easily possible at any time

 Easy adjustment to your corporate design is possible

  Training topics can also be used as pure PowerPoint, e.g. 
classroom training

         Portfolio

 Occupational health and safety

 Occupational health and safety for   
 managers 

 Operational safety 

 Environmental protection 

 Road safety 

 Health management

 Hygiene management

 Data protection

  Individual topics in cooperation with you

         Special topics

  Are individually created with you by a 
specialist

  Training and questionnaire are delivered 
completely ready for use in eplas

  If desired, with subscription for updates in 
the event of legal changes

           Licences and access

  Training topics can be individually booked 
or are available as a flat rate

  Topic flat rate contains free access to over 
100 training topics

  Access via an online shop system that is 
integrated into eplas

  Updates and notes about changes in the 
topic shop



Our company

We see ourselves as a partner of industry and SMEs. Our 
solutions are based on your individual requirements. Our 
specialists in the field of software development provided 
for real added value. Our award-winning e-learning solution 
eplas suite is one of the products we develop in-house, 
which is used in businesses throughout Germany, Austria 
and Switzerland.

Awards 

In 2012, 2013 and 2014, eplas was awarded 
with the quality seal "Software made in 
Germany”.

In 2011, eplas won out in against 200 
competitors the category of e-learning for 
the IT Innovation Award.

 
network solutions

Jens Handke, 
Head of application 
development

Jochen Blöcher,
Managing director
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Service
Quality
Future

Data in the current system 
  Assigned UW topics / deadlines / documents 

  Status of a UW topic  
 o open   o begun   o completed (valid until) 

    Feedback on completed training sessions 
 (can be completed anonymously) 

   Content of the training at the time of the implementation 
(audit-proof, according to the statutory provisions) 

 Complete catalogue of questions and answers

 Questions during training

  NON-recorded data 
 Number of attempts to complete a topic 

  Number of correct / incorrect answers

  What questions were answered incorrectly

   Time period that the employee needed to perform a training

   Time at which the employee logged in or out

  For anonymously given feedback, no
 tracking of the employee is possible  

All eplas modules access common master data.  The data from 

the health management module is additionally secured and 

stored in the database. The data are encrypted with a customised 

key according to AES 256 bit and can also be decrypted again 

only with this key. Access to as well as printing reports is only 

granted for authorised users and by direct input of the password.

For a safe transmission of data between servers and 
browsers, a TLS/SSL encryption via https should be used.

    Master data
   Surname, first name, personnel number

   Password (changeable by the employee) 

   Task area of the employee  
    (freely choosable definition in eplas 
   for the assignment of training topics) 

   Department 

   Responsibility (only for supervisors)

   E-mail address

    Chip ID

   active / inactive

    External employee / internal employee

    Language

    Company (for external employee)

    Photo of the employee
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eplas 
What you should know about data collection

eplas The technology behind it
 Microsoft Internet Information Services

 Microsoft SQL Server / SQL Express

 html, php as well as .NET technology

 Browser-based user and administration interface

 No client software necessary

 All common browsers are supported

  Integration of PowerPoint files and videos possible without 
conversion

  Can be used in your network or as a hosted solution in the 
 data centre

"Less is more! Not implementing customer requirements 
with what is technically feasible, but rather with what 
is technically necessary" – this is the philosophy of our 
development through which our more than 30 employees 
help increasingly more companies to achieve a significantly 
better occupational safety organisation with our "eplas 
principle".

A PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
of the employee is not possible via 
eplas. 
Data that could be used for this 
purpose is not collected.





Jochen Blöcher GmbH 
Dillenburger Straße 78
35685 Dillenburg - Manderbach
Tel. +49 (27 71) 87 97 -0
info@eplas.net
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